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Executive Summary

ISO 20022, an international messaging standard for financial institutions, signifies a
breakthrough in payment messages across international and domestic payment
clearing schemes. ISO20022 comes with a rich data structure that benefits financial
institutions with improved straight-through processing, increased controls to
prevent fraud and risk, fewer errors and manual intervention that transforms
legacy payment architecture into an efficient and cost-effective payment system
and experience.

Major market infrastructures, financial institutions and other players across the
globe are working to become ISO 20022 compliant, as the global SWIFT cross-
border payments, Target2 and EURO1 payment schemes are moving to the new
standards from November 2022 and have set November 2025 as migration
completion timeline. This gives the banks and financial institutions less than a four-
year window to comply with the new standards. Any failure to comply before
November 2022 could ultimately see non-compliant financial institutions shut out
of international payments due to the risks, they impose on those that are
compliant. This means that banks are now facing firm compliance deadlines for the
new standards and must plan for the migration, meeting the timelines with building
towards a future-proof state.

Considering the complexity of ISO20022 and the challenges in adapting to a new
standard, we have produced this whitepaper that elaborates on the ISO 20022
standards, explains why the ISO20022 is the future of payments and highlights the
challenges in the legacy payment architecture, describes the migration timelines
and co-existence phase, and finally lays down two approaches for banks to define
their adoption method and solutions available in meeting the timeline before 2025.
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The ISO 20022 method is based on the concept of separate layers. The top layer provides
the key business process and concepts; the middle layer provides logical messages or
message models, and the bottom layer deals with syntax.

Business process and concepts: ISO 20022 methodology starts with creating a business
model. It clearly defines the actors, roles and information required in the business process.
Then, the information is structured into business components containing business
elements.

Logical messages: ISO 20022 defines the logical messages or message model using the
business process and concepts. A logical message describes all the information needed to
perform a specific business activity, independent of syntax. For example, the figure1 depicts
a simplified business information model with a logical message component for credit
transfer payment.

Syntax: Syntax is the third layer, the physical representation of the logical message. ISO
20022 uses XML and ASN.1 as primary syntaxes; however, the message model could be
expressed in a syntax different from XML or ASN.1

Introduction

ISO 20022 is a single standardization approach to be used by all financial
standards initiatives

A global and open standard, ISO 20022 was developed and maintained by ISO. ISO 20022
creates a common language for financial industry messaging and enables communication
interoperability between financial institutions, their market infrastructures, and their end-
user communities.

The general features of the ISO 20022 standards are:
▪ Open standard – the message descriptions are openly available from the ISO 20022

website and adopted by prominent market infrastructures (Mis)
▪ Flexible – message definitions can be modified for any new and emerging requirements

and technology
▪ Improved data – ISO 20022 message definitions have enhanced data structures and

extended information capture support



Is ISO2022 the future of payment?

As we know, the financial ecosystem is
through a significant transformation.
Likewise, the payment industry is
switching into a phase of
modernization and flexibility brought
on by innovations and technological
advancement in real-time payments,
application programming payment
interfaces, distributed ledger
technology and smart contracts.

SEPA (Single European Payments Area)
started with IS02022 migration into ISO
20022 in 2008. Today, major central
banks, payment schemes and system
operators like SWIFT have accepted ISO
20022 as the standard for financial
messaging. Over the next few years, US
Federal Reserve, The clearinghouse, the
Eurosystem, EBA clearing and other
major market infrastructures will
migrate to ISO 20022.

As the major payment schemes,
including cross-border, start migrating
to the new standard, SWIFT estimates1

that 80% of global, high-value
payments by volume will be processed
through ISO20022.

In the digital currency world, five
cryptocurrencies adhere to ISO20022;
among them, Ripple and Lumens are
ISO20022 complaints and part of the
ISO standards body. All five ISO 20022
complaint cryptocurrencies focus on
streamlining international wire
transfers through their adoption into
ISO standards.

As the switch to IS020022 benefits the
banks and financial institutions with
dedicated fields for efficient payment
information transfer, screening
measures, reduced manual
intervention, and interoperability
across various existing payment
schemes and new structures from
FinTechs and digital currencies –
ISO20022 is the future of payment
messaging and standard.
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ISO 20022 adoption across payment schemes

As the payments world is moving towards the ISO 20022 migration, Figure 2 depicts 

the major payment schemes ISO adoption timeline around the globe. 

Coexistence: There will be a three-year period of coexistence starting from Nov 2022 

for MT and MX, allowing early adopters to benefit from ISO 20022’s richer, structured 

data and other banks to adopt at their own pace.

Enhanced ISO2022:Utilising full ISO20022 message features

Like for Like: Mandatory fields as same as MT, and additional optional fields



ISO20022 adoption key considerations

First, Banks and FIs will need to
manage several complicated changes
across their front-middle-back-office IT
systems to accommodate the new
fields, character set and new message
format that comes with ISO 20022.
Depending on the number of
applications that will need to adapt,
there is a larger complication due to
varying application owners, users,
roadmaps, priorities and compliance
procedures.

Second, the timeline to complete the
transition is very challenging. As the co-
existence and enhanced ISO2002
phase for the SWIFT, Target2, and
Euro1 starts in November 2022, and
the full switchover is scheduled to be
completed by November 2025. Banks
and FIs have only 44 more months to
adapt and transform to the ISO2022-
compliant processing systems.

While a short-term workaround of
using message translators to convert
and manage ISO data is possible, with
this approach, the important
information might be lost in translation
and not fully utilize the benefits of the
ISO20022 standards.

Banks may lose their edge in
developing compelling and competitive
servicing for their customers after the
end of the co-existence period if they

don’t move to a full-fledged solution.
The migration to ISO 20022 affects IT
systems, business rules, process
workflows and operating models.
These operational considerations will
impact far beyond core payment
processing, affecting peripheral
systems such as anti-financial-crime
applications, liquidity management,
billing, account reporting, Nostro
reconciliation and archive systems.

As the ISO 20022 standards bring rich
data and additional fields than the
conventional MT formats, FI’s payment
processing infrastructure should be
capable of processing and handling
larger data volumes at relatively faster
speeds enabling cross-border to
domestic and real-time payments
interoperability.

Finally, there are broader challenges
from ISO2022 that all participants
should consider. The migration
approach and options for banks and
FIs migrating to ISO20022 largely
depend on the size and level of
payments involved. The impact is
greater for global banks involved in
correspondent banking and other
aspects of the payments value chain as
they must assess migration impact on
their commercial model and establish
global projects in a smooth transition.
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As the ISO 20022 migration occurs in phases starting from November 2022 to 
2025, the migration can become complex owing to varying reasons for the 
Banks, Financial Institutions and other participants.



How to approach co-existence?

As the migration for SWIFT cross
border and other major market
infrastructure starts from November
2022, banks will be able to interoperate
between legacy format (MT) and
ISO20022 message formats until
November 2025 in the co-existence
phase.

As the Co-existence phase enables
participants to use both ISO 20022 and
previous formats simultaneously for
three years, banks' and financial
institutions adoption strategy will be to
get their systems to cope with the ISO
20022-based data models before the
end of co-existence. Many banks have
started their end-to-end system
transformations to ISO compliant or
utilizing translators' tools as a short-
term option. For participants in the
transition planning stage, the strategy
to approach co-existence and full-
fledged ISO20022 phase is critical, as
the duration is not too long for
adoption.

There can be different ways financial
institutions handle the adoption, from
an incremental to a big-bang approach.
For banks that have yet to start the
transformation, there are two options

open to them in enabling ISO20022:
• Simple translation approach using

tools offered by SWIFT
• Implement end-to-end payment

modernization

Simple Translation

A simple approach will be to start using
translation tools to convert inbound
MX to MT and vice versa for an
outbound message. SWIFT provides
options to support interoperability
between ISO 20022 and MT messages
through SWIFT Translator and
Transaction Manager to bridge the gap
and meet the timelines.

SWIFT1 Translator: A powerful
translation tool to validate and
translate messages from any format to
ISO20022. This tool provides a cost-
efficient method by reusing the
predefined mapping libraries,
consisting of all major market
infrastructure message formats and
rules. After defining the message,
mapping and validation, the translator
can be deployed as a standalone
offering or as part of your SWIFT
interface for embedded translation.
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SWIFT2 Transaction Manager: With the

Transaction Manager, SWIFT is moving

away from pure message exchange

between different financial institutions

and is introducing processing capabilities

on a central platform, orchestrating

payments based on a central copy of the

transaction data. Financial institutions

will exchange the transaction data with

the central platform instead of sending it

directly to the next party in the cross-

border payment chain. By introducing a

central transaction copy, updated with

every single action and data input

throughout the payment journey, the

Transaction Manager enables backward

compatibility, providing the full data set

to the receiver and removing the weakest

link challenge in the payment journey.
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The transaction manager brings together the following aspects needed to make a 

payment successful

Transaction integrity and 
data enrichment

Structured and unaltered rich data across the entire
transaction. The ISO 20022 data model supports format
interoperability (FIN, ISO 20022 [MX], API) and enables
powerful analytics

Pre-validation Full predictability removes processing breaks and provides up-
front transparency at payment initiation ensuring greater
straight-through processing (STP)

Mutualised central 
services

Business orchestration of integrated shared services (including
compliance checks, anomaly prevention and case management)
enabling instant processing and total cost of ownership
reduction

Multilateral business 
service levels

Deliver best-in-class customer experience to existing and new 
customer segments (e.g. consumers and SMEs) 

Translator and SWIFT Transaction manager service can be a great head-start for
financial institutions to adapt and meet the timelines of significant market initiatives.
Still, these are only short-term solutions that ease some of the imminent pressure.
Conversely, we would like to emphasize the importance of implementing an end-to-
end ISO20022 solution to achieve the full benefits of structured data, higher STP rates,
better compliance controls, etc. Therefore, we will examine in the following section the
second approach: end-to-end payment modernization.



End-to-end payment modernization
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This will be a permanent solution that resolves to adopt the ISO20022 standard
and focuses on rationalizing the payments platforms by consolidation. Banks
that operate in more than one jurisdiction end up in multiple systems
performing similar payment processing and with multiple integration
touchpoints through various middleware using a complicated architecture.

Banks should move away from their current legacy monolithic payments
architecture towards a modern payment ecosystem that helps address
scalability, and stability factors, meet compliance requirements and innovate
new payment product lines.

Since a successful payment transformation requires a broader view and end-to-
end business perspective, taking a siloed product, functional or technology view
does not help the bank’s business objectives or organizational wishes. To
overcome the legacy infrastructure considerations, manual processes and
changing regulations, we believe financial institutions should handle the
challenges using a combination approach.

Payments Process Optimization

• Start with an end-to-end payment 
process assessment to understand 
the bank's customer needs, 
transaction cost, and key metrics on 
volume & time.

• Create a shared end-to-end process 
across different payment products 
and services offered by the bank

• Knowing the client's end-to-end 
payment requirement with 
comprehensive process analysis 
helps develop business services and 
is shared across the existing 
payment path.

Future-ready payment 

platform

• Step2 of the modernization is 

taking the framework created 

from the process consolidation 

and having an enterprise-wide 

platform connecting channels, 

operations and backend systems 

to create PaaS and/or BaaS

• Approach building the modern 

ecosystem through an Enterprise 

Payment Solution or 

independent service-driven API & 

Microservices components using 

cloud or hybrid models. 



Enterprise Payment Solution
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An advanced enterprise payment service hub (model based on Finacle
enterprise payment architecture) is designed to manage the end-to-end
payments lifecycle and process payments regardless of instrument, originating
channel, hosting network, or payment network. Enterprise solution is built
leveraging ISO 20022 standards to deliver seamless interoperability across
various global and local payment networks.

The hub’s multi-entity capabilities empower financial institutions to centralize
payments across local and international subsidiaries to gain unrivalled business
efficiencies.

The payment core services layer

performs the core business

processing that includes business

validation, enrichment, compliance

checking, authorization, matching,

warehousing, charges handling,

balance checking, accounting and

derivation of payment chain, and

payment network through intelligent

routing.

The master data layer maintains all

the necessary data elements related

to payment schemes, network

directories, and the correspondent

bank and configures exchange rates,

fees, and charges.

The infrastructure layer provides a

suite of services for rules

maintenance, single sign-on

management, file and message

handling and more. The messaging

component is isolated from core

business processing; thus, any

change in the messaging standards

would require updates only in the

message structure.

The product layer provides the

infrastructure to configure and

bundle product offerings for both

corporate and retail customers.

The integration layer acts as a

gateway, enabling easy integration

and seamless connection with other

enterprise systems and external

gateways.



API and Microservices payment architecture

In microservices-based architecture or
MSA, applications are built as a suite of
services, each running its own
processes and communications. As a
result, each service can be built,
updated, and managed independently,
making microservices-based
applications easier to maintain and
enhance.

A microservices-based architecture
aims to help banks stitch together
services from different parties to offer
an industry-standard (ISO20022, BIAN)
based payment service.

In the illustrative payment
microservice-based architecture, each
payment function (Standard and lower
level) is a microservice that is either an
in-house payment service or enterprise
service or a vendor-provided service
called via an API. In addition, an
Orchestration engine is built to control
and connect the components in the
overall end-to-end payment value
chain.
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CONCLUSION

As the clock is ticking on ISO 20022 implementation across the globe, 

banks should immediately plan their approach before the start of the 

co-existence phase. Financial Institutions that do not act immediately 

risk being excluded in future domestic and international payment 

schemes. 

Banks and FIs should act immediately and decide the pathway for 2025, 

leveraging the approach highlighted above to provide an opportunity to 

build and integrate into future payment technologies. 

Larger banks and those with a longer-term strategic view should initiate 

a comprehensive payments transformation program that enables  

ISO20022 compliance, eliminates and manages the risk from the legacy 

monolithic architecture and improves client experience achieved from 

the front-to-back payment value chain upgrade. 
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